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Testimony 
July 20, 2017 UH Board of Regents Meeting 

Christine Sorensen Irvine, Chair, UH Mānoa Faculty Senate Executive Committee 

Good morning.  I am Christine Sorensen Irvine, current chair of the Mānoa Faculty Senate. I 
would like to take the opportunity to welcome the new Board of Regents members as well as 
the continuing members as we embark on a new academic year.  We look forward to working 
with you to strengthen Mānoa’s academic and research programs as we continue to strive to 
meet the needs of our students and of our state.  

It has been a quiet summer, however, we did want to comment on a couple of items that have 
come to the attention of the Mānoa Faculty Senate Executive Committee. First, we appreciate 
you hearing our concerns about revisions to the Conflict of Interest policy. We have received 
feedback from the Office of the Vice President for Research and Innovation indicating some of 
our concerns have been addressed and we appreciate that.  The Committee on Professional 
Matters of the Senate will review that response in the Fall and determine if there is a need for 
additional actions.   

Second, we reviewed proposed changes to Executive Policy EP 2.214 on Institutional Data 
Classification Categories and Data Security Guidelines and Executive Policy EP 2.215 on 
Institutional Data Governance, as well as a new Administrative Procedure proposal on 
Mandatory Training and Continuing Education Requirements for Data Users. We appreciate the 
seriousness of protecting data, but had a number of concerns related to the policies as 
proposed.  We recommend merging these policies to reduce confusion and redundancies and 
to revise using simpler language to improve clarity. There were also concerns about faculty 
expectations regarding data use, the ability to access of data from off-campus locations, the 
need for technical support, and the role of UHPA related to the proposed disciplinary actions, 
as well as a reliance on “forthcoming” items that leaves too much unknown. We have provided 
detailed feedback and look forward to hearing a response. 

Third, we commend the administration for their efforts in crafting a new policy and guidelines 
on Inclusive Facilities with a focus on gender-inclusive facilities. We provided limited feedback 
on the proposed policy and felt overall it was a good policy.  

Fourth, I attended a very productive meeting related to the newly formed Mānoa Campus 
Physical Plan Committee. I felt our comments were listened to and I look forward to follow-up 
meetings. I would encourage, however, the inclusion of more faculty members on the 
committee.  

Again, while we will continue to advocate for a strong, independent and autonomous Mānoa, 
we look forward to working collaboratively with our Interim Chancellor in the next year on a 
number of items including some restructuring initiatives, student retention and enrollment 
management, review of the general education curriculum, and more. We appreciate the 
administration’s willingness to listen to our feedback and we are excited to see the new 2017-
18 academic year kick off in just a few weeks.  Mahalo for your attention today.  
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